
ANTONYMS AND SYNONYMS



SYNONYMS



1. The elephant was absolutely enormous / huge.

The elephant was absolutely gigantic.

=  enormous / hugegigantic 



2. That house has been empty for over twenty years.

That house has been vacant for over twenty years.

=  emptyvacant 



3. My cat is very loving towards me.

My cat is very affectionate towards me.

affectionate =  loving



4. He became very weak as his illness got worse.

He became very feeble as his illness got worse.

feeble =  weak



5. I don’t think it is fair that my sister gets more  
   pocket money than me.

I don’t think it is just that my sister gets more  
pocket money than me.

just =  fair



6. It is no longer acceptable to call people with  
   mental illness ‘mad’.

It is no longer acceptable to call people with  
mental illness ‘insane’.

insane =  mad



7. The holiday home is located amongst high mountains.

The holiday home is located amongst lofty mountains.

lofty =  high



8. The crafty / cunning fox was able to sneak into 
   the chicken pen.

The sly fox was able to sneak into the chicken pen.

sly =  crafty / cunning



9. My mother’s hands were rough from years 
   of hard work.

My mother’s hands were coarse from years 
of hard work.

coarse =  rough



10. Instead of aiming to be healthy, many people  
     just want a thin body.

Instead of aiming to be healthy, many people  
just want a lean body.

lean =  thin



ANTONYMS



win lose

1. I am sure that I will win the competition.

I am sure that I will lose the competition.



accept refuse

2. I decided to accept their offer.

I decided to refuse their offer.



sweet bitter

3. The meal was much too sweet.

The meal was much too bitter.



attack defend

4. The soldiers attacked the city walls.

The soldiers defended the city walls.



deep shallow

5. Be careful around that lake; it is very deep.

Be careful around that lake; it is very shallow.



together apart

6. I feel happiest when we are together.

I feel happiest when we are apart.



brave cowardly

7. I can’t believe that I was so brave.

I can’t believe that I was so cowardly.



dead alive

8. I could be dead tomorrow.

I could be alive tomorrow.



fail succeed

9. You cannot fail in this task.

You cannot succeed in this task.



friend enemy / foe

10. I regularly see my friends at debating competitions.

I regularly see my foes / enemies at debating competitions.


